Ens. Greg Spencer
<<<<<<<<< BEGIN MISSION >>>>>>>>>>>>>
Lt. Kat Maguire
I am
Ens. Greg Spencer
::Sitting at Science One, preparing sensors for scans of the sensor net::
Lt. Winston
::::: assumes command of the Callisto:::::::
Lt. Kat Maguire
::standing at Tac/Sec console::
Ens. Walters
::exits quarters and begins to make way to bridge, for next duty rotation::
FCO Ens. Sea
leaving sector 24 for 25
CMO Meri Wilson
::in Sick Bay, going over roster of new nurses::
Lt. Winston
FCO sea; set course for the broken net please... warp 2
Cnslr. Rockman
::in Counselors Office going over Psych profiles of senior staff::
Ens. Walters
::enters TL:, heads to bridge::
FCO Ens. Sea
CO: Aye course plotted and projected on main viewer
Lt. Kat Maguire
::completes level 4 diagnostic on both boards::
CMO Meri Wilson
Nurse Hannah! Why aren't these Tricorders in their proper place?
Lt. Winston
Sea: thanks Ens.
Lt. Kat Maguire
::weapons, shields at max.::
CMO Meri Wilson
<Nurse Hannah> Doc Wilson: Uh, er.. ::twiddles hair::
Ens. Walters
::arrives on bridge, nods at those already here, moves to the Tac station::
Lt. Kat Maguire
::nods to Walters as she takes her station::
Cnslr. Rockman
::looks at chronometer and notices that it's time for the next appointment::
Lt. Kat Maguire
::moves back to Security::
CMO Meri Wilson
::sighs and ignores Nurse Hannah and her twiddling::
Lt. Winston
Ens Walters; please have shields and sensors ready
Ens. Walters
Maguire:  Good to see you again.
CMO Meri Wilson
::going over staff evaluations...puts a tic next to Hannah's name::
FCO Ens. Sea
CO: Now entering warp space, forming warp bubble........engine harmonics are normal and in tandem
CMO Meri Wilson
<Nurse Hannah> ::begins stacking Tricorders::
Ens. Walters
Lt. Winston:  Sir, we're at full readiness with shields and sensors.  I'll continue to monitor.
Cnslr. Rockman
{doorbell}::hears the chime:: Enter.
Lt. Winston
Ens Walters: I would like to have maximum sensor capability
Ens. Greg Spencer
::Watches the sensor net come into range::
Lt. Kat Maguire
::nods to Walters:: Walters: good to see you too, I have just finished a level 4 dig on your console, everything is satisfactory
FCO Ens. Sea
CO: now approaching array
CMO Meri Wilson
::reading Bridge crew profiles...notices it's been awhile since the Captain had a physical::
Cnslr. Rockman
Rolins: Ah, Lt. Rolins, I'm glad you could make it.
Ens. Walters
Winston:  Sir, will do.  I'll try to increase capacity to 110% <s>
Lt. Kat Maguire
Walters: Shields and weapons at max. efficiency
Lt. Winston
Ens Walters; please try your best... id not like to have my fanny over the net ya know 
Ens. Walters
Maguire:  Thanks.  I'm working to see if we can get more even...  
Ens. Greg Spencer
Winston: Sir, the Net is on sensors.  Downloading coordinates of the area we are to repair now.
CMO Meri Wilson
::makes note in duty file to schedule Capt. for regular checkup::
Lt. Winston
Ens Spencer: thanks Ens
Ens. Walters
Lt.:  Understood.
FCO Ens. Sea
CO: emerging from warp space at 300,000 kilometers
CMO Meri Wilson
<Nurse Hannah> ::knocks pile of Tricorders over::
Lt. Rolins
::nods to the Counselor:: Thank you.  Should I sit on the couch?
jasonavhs
::finishes the day's briefing from Starfleet late and heads out::
CMO Meri Wilson
::hears loud CRASH::
Lt. Kat Maguire
::grins at Walters:: 
CMO Meri Wilson
::looks up at Nurse Hannah::
Ens. Walters
::rolls eyes in Maguire's direction, whispers under breath:: Sheesh, how much does he want?
CMO Meri Wilson
<Nurse Hannah> ::face turns red::
Lt. Winston
Ens Walters: please see to it that we launch three sensor buoys to help out your sensor sweeps
Cnslr. Rockman
Rolins: Well, what do you think?
FCO Ens. Sea
CO: secure from warp, approaching at 1/4 impulse
Ens. Greg Spencer
Winston: Sir, we are to proceed to Quadrant Epsilon.  Heading 134, Mark 12.
CMO Meri Wilson
::glowers at Nurse Hannah::
Ens. Walters
Lt. Winston:  Will do, sir.
Ens. Walters
::prepares buoys.
Lt. Winston
Ens Spencer acknowledged
Lt. Kat Maguire
::raises eyebrow::
FCO Ens. Sea
200,000 kilometers to sensor array
CMO Meri Wilson
Nurse Hannah: Nurse, I expect you to go about your duties with a lower decibel value, in the future.
Ens. Walters
Ens.  Sea:  Recommendations on the best positions for positioning the buoys?
FCO Ens. Sea
150,000 km
Cnslr. Rockman
::sees Rolins' hesitation and look of surprise:: Relax, Lt. That's just some psych humor!
CMO Meri Wilson
<Nurse Hannah> ::nods meekly, begins picking up the Tricorders again::
jasonavhs
::enters bridge. allows the current command officer-on-duty to stay there as he heads for a science control in the back::
Lt. Winston
sea: slow down a bit and stop here 
Cnslr. Rockman
::gestures to the leather couch::
FCO Ens. Sea
Walters: a synchronous orbit, equidistant from each other and the array
Ens. Greg Spencer
::Nods to the XO::
Ens. Walters
Sea:  And to the front of us, I'd think...
FCO Ens. Sea
CO: All stop, 75,000 km distant
Lt. Winston
Ens Walters; please run all counter detection sensors please just to make sure then we will proceed
Ens. Walters
::programs in coordinates for the launch of buoys::
Ens. Walters
Lt.:  Aye sir.
Ens. Greg Spencer
::Scanning sensor buoys:: Winston: Sir, There are several buoys that will need replacement parts.  Repair teams are awaiting deployment orders, shall I send them?
CMO Meri Wilson
Nurse Nancy: Please check out Biobed #2, I believe it malfunctioned during the last bioscan.
FCO Ens. Sea
array on main viewer
Ens. Walters
::fingers tap over console:: Sir:  counter detection measures activated.
Lt. Winston
Ens Spencer: not quite yet
FCO Ens. Sea
magnification factor 12
CMO Meri Wilson
<Nurse Nancy> ::nods and heads to Biobed #2 and efficiently begins a diagnostic on it::
Ens. Walters
::launches additional Buoys::
Ens. Greg Spencer
VIEW:  A bunch of smallish sensor buoys about a 2000 km a part.
Lt. Winston
Ens Walters: anything on the sensors?
Cnslr. Rockman
Rolins: So, Daniel.  Since this is your first session, I won't be too hard on you.  How do you like being aboard the Callisto?
CMO Meri Wilson
::wishes Hannah were more like Nancy::
Ens. Walters
Lt. Winston:  Nothing out of the ordinary.
FCO Ens. Sea
all rudders amidships
CMO Meri Wilson
<Nurse Hannah> ::wishes the mean CMO would quit staring at her::
Lt. Winston
sea: proceed to the coordinates please
Ens. Walters
Sir:  I'm continuing monitoring.
CMO Meri Wilson
::decides to check up on all the current patients::
CMO Meri Wilson
::gets up, leaves her office::
FCO Ens. Sea
CO: Aye ahead 1/3
Lt. Winston
Ens Spencer: proceed with fixing the buoys
FCO Ens. Sea
50,000 km
CMO Meri Wilson
::passes Nurse Hannah, stifles the urge to kick her as she walks by::
FCO Ens. Sea
25,000 km
Lt. Rolins
Cnslr: Well, counselor...
CMO Meri Wilson
<Nurse Hannah> ::trembles in fear of the nasty CMO::
Ens. Greg Spencer
Winston: Aye sir.  ::Sends deployment orders to the Shuttle bays, and Sphinx work pods::
FCO Ens. Sea
15,000 km
Lt. Winston
Sea; stop @ 10,000
Ens. Walters
Lt. Winston:  Still no abnormal readings.
CMO Meri Wilson
::walks from Biobed to Biobed, checking all readouts::
Ens. Greg Spencer
Winston: Repairs in this quadrant should not take long, once the pods are deployed.
FCO Ens. Sea
10, 000 km all stop
Cnslr. Rockman
Rolins: Please, call me Steve.
Lt. Winston
Spencer; good.... lets begin to fix them ASAP
CMO Meri Wilson
::walks up to Nurse Nancy:: Nancy: How are the diagnostics?
FCO Ens. Sea
::listening to impulse engines burn in space::
Lt. Winston
Spencer: use the shuttlecraft
Ens. Greg Spencer
Winston: Acknowledged.  Work pods are deploying now.
FCO Ens. Sea
Magnification factor 5
Ens. Greg Spencer
Winston: Sir, the Shuttlecraft?
CMO Meri Wilson
<Nurse Nancy> Doc Wilson: Well, it's just a simple matter of replacing this plasma conduit in the wall over there ::points:: and linking the new bio converters.
Lt. Rolins
Cnslr: OK, ...Steve.  Well, I just transferred here about a month ago, and I don't feel that I fit in...
Lt. Winston
Spencer; to check deployment of the buoys..... find tune fix them
FCO Ens. Sea
::softly rocking on stellar wind, ah romantic::
Ens. Greg Spencer
Winston: The Repair teams using the Sphinx work pods are doing that sir.
Lt. Rolins
Cnslr: ..It's like someone in the science department has an agenda against me.
Lt. Winston
Spencer: they are....... ok.... just have a shuttle craft out there in case something goes wrong.. cant be to safe ya know
jasonavhs
::turns around:: FCO: What is our ETA?
CMO Meri Wilson
::finishes her rounds of Sick Bay::
Ens. Greg Spencer
Winston: Aye, sir.  ::Sends orders to the Shuttle bay, for a larger shuttle to be launched as a support craft::
FCO Ens. Sea
Jason: we are stationary at 10,000 km per CO's orders
CMO Meri Wilson
::notices Nurse Hannah sitting behind the lubricant shelf::
Cnslr. Rockman
Rolins: Daniel, not fitting in and thinking that one of the crew has it in for you are two very different things.  Why do you think this?
Lt. Winston
Ens Walters: keep scanning at max. sensor readings 
Ens. Walters
Lt.:  I am so doing.   
Ens. Greg Spencer
::Receives reply from work teams::
jasonavhs
::keeps that in mind while finishing off his work::
CMO Meri Wilson
<Nurse Hannah> ::notices nasty Doc looking at her and tries to hide more::
Ens. Greg Spencer
Winston: Sir, the Work teams have finished here.  Sensor Net has returned to optimal efficiency.  Order state we should now proceed to Quadrant Zeta.  Heading 99 Mark 340.
Ens. Walters
::continues scanning for other vessels or threats in the area::
CMO Meri Wilson
Nurse Hannah: ::roars:: Get out from there, Nurse!! Get busy!
Lt. Winston
Spencer; do so........ 
CMO Meri Wilson
::stomps  back into her office::
Ens. Greg Spencer
Sea: Please set a course, Heading 99, Mark 340.  1/2 Impulse.
Lt. Winston
Sea: please head to those coordinates please
Lt. Rolins
Cnslr: I'm not sure.  There have been some very subtle things happening and there are some feelings that I'm getting from people in the department.  I think it might go pretty high up.
CMO Meri Wilson
<Nurse Nancy> Doc Wilson: Sir, I have finished with this Biobed. It now checks out completely nominal.
FCO Ens. Sea
CO: Aye, 1/2 impulse
Ens. Walters
Lt.:  I've managed to divert some power to sensors, gaining a slight increase in range...
FCO Ens. Sea
yaw 15 degrees to starboard
CMO Meri Wilson
Nurse Nancy: Thank you Nurse. I want a full department report on all areas within the hour. Get Nurse Hannah to help you.
Lt. Winston
Lt. Walters: good.... nice job
Cnslr. Rockman
Rolins: can you describe some of your experiences?
FCO Ens. Sea
::hears the roar of the engines::
CMO Meri Wilson
<Nurse Nancy> Doc Wilson: Yes sir, I will have the report ready and upload to your office terminal.
Ens. Walters
::grins at Winston:: Ummm, sir, it's Ensign...
Lt. Winston
Ens Walt; well we all make minor mistakes... 
FCO Ens. Sea
CO: we have arrived at the designated coordinates
Ens. Walters
::grins a little wider:: But I'll take a promotion any day :-)
jasonavhs
::heads to the command center. Allows Winston to remain in command and takes the XO seat::
Ens. Greg Spencer
::Scans net::
FCO Ens. Sea
all stop
Ens. Walters
::nods at the XO::
Lt. Winston
XO: sir we have repaired the first sensor net buoys and are en route to these coordinates
CMO Meri Wilson
::picks up a PADD and goes over the latest news from Starfleet Medical::
Lt. Rolins
Cnslr: There was one time when I was getting some bad vibes from Lt. Pax in the biolab...
Ens. Greg Spencer
Winston: Sir, the whole Zeta Quadrant of the net is powerless.  No power in any of the buoys.
Ens. Walters
::overhears Spencer::  Hmmm, this sounds bad...
jasonavhs
::picks up PADD:: understood.
FCO Ens. Sea
::vents excess impulse drive hydrogen::
Ens. Walters
Sir:  No power means cloaked ships could pass undetected.
Ens. Greg Spencer
ACTION:  Power Levels on the Callisto begin to drop when the ship enters the Zeta Quadrants.  All engines stall.
Lt. Rolins
Cnslr: she was just staring at me for a long time.  I thought she might be enjoying the view until the whole experiment I was working on just collapsed for no reason...
Lt. Winston
::;feels stall:::::
Lt. Kat Maguire
::checks console::
CMO Meri Wilson
::feels ship shudder::
FCO Ens. Sea
CO: whoooaaaa
CMO Meri Wilson
:;to self:: What the...
Ens. Greg Spencer
::Watches the sensor range drop by 50%::
Ens. Walters
::slaves Ops console to Tac, as Winston is going to be busy::
Lt. Rolins
::looks around at the sudden dimming of the lights::
FCO Ens. Sea
::trying to restart engines::
Ens. Greg Spencer
Major power loss on all Science Systems and sensors.
Lt. Kat Maguire
::lights on the console go out, one by one::
Ens. Walters
Lt.:  I'm diverting whatever power I can to maintain sensor levels...
CMO Meri Wilson
::lights in Sick Bay dim::
Lt. Winston
#engineering: please advise?
FCO Ens. Sea
CO: drawing power from main batteries for propulsion
Lt. Rolins
Cnslr: maybe I'd better get back to the lab...
jasonavhs
::notices all the computers processing a lot longer, etc...:: Yellow Alert, please
CMO Meri Wilson
*Bridge* This is Doc Wilson...what's going on?
Ens. Walters
::sounds Yellow Alert::
FCO Ens. Sea
::trying to reignite engines::
Ens. Walters
{Alert}
Lt. Kat Maguire
::sends security teams through out the ship::
CMO Meri Wilson
::sees yellow alert lights flashing::
FCO Ens. Sea
CO: flame out on main impulse drives
Lt. Winston
XO: shall you take command?
Cnslr. Rockman
Rolins: Relax and sit, Lt. Noone's called a red alert yet.:: frowns at the yellow alert::
FCO Ens. Sea
we are adrift
Ens. Walters
::works to get sensors back to 100%::
Ens. Greg Spencer
There seems to be something drawing in all of the power in this area.  With sensors limited, I can't get a very good image.
CMO Meri Wilson
*Bridge* Hello? Anybody up there? This is Doc Wilson...please advise
FCO Ens. Sea
pitch forward 5 degrees
jasonavhs
Sure. ::takes the chair:: #Wilson: Yes, this is the bridge.
Ens. Walters
#Doc:  We know power is fluctuating; we're working on it...
FCO Ens. Sea
::trying to restart without success::
CMO Meri Wilson
*Bridge* Thank you for letting me know....
Lt. Winston
#shipwide; we have lost primary power be advised
FCO Ens. Sea
pitch forward 10 degrees
Ens. Walters
::turns Ops back to Winston::
Lt. Winston
::takes Ops:::
Ens. Greg Spencer
ACTION:  All Energy is slowly being sapped from the Callisto.  Including Inertial Energy, however, Power draining affect doesn't seem to be affecting the crew.
Lt. Kat Maguire
::feels the ship pitching forward::
CMO Meri Wilson
::mutters to herself, prepares to go up to the Bridge herself::
Lt. Rolins
Cnslr: True, sir.  But that was a yellow one.  That means all watches are on stand by.  I'll see you later.
Lt. Winston
:::; going over power readings and power levels and tries to divert:::
jasonavhs
#Spencer: Can we use Inertial Thrusters to push us back?
Ens. Walters
XO:  We're still losing power to the shields and sensors....
FCO Ens. Sea
CO: pitch forward 45 degrees and stable, rolling to port 10 degrees
CMO Meri Wilson
Nurse Nancy: Nurse! You have command of Sick Bay until I return. I am heading to the Bridge.
Ens. Greg Spencer
::Tries a few enhancement algorithms on sensors::
Lt. Rolins
::glad to get out of the counselor's office::
CMO Meri Wilson
<Nurse Nancy> ::nods::
CMO Meri Wilson
::head out of SB::
FCO Ens. Sea
CO: flame out on both engines
Ens. Walters
Winston:  We need to get creative here and try to divert as much power as possible to essential ship systems; any ideas?
CMO Meri Wilson
::walking down the hall to TL3,  muttering::
Lt. Kat Maguire
::tries to re-route power from somewhere for the sensors::
Ens. Greg Spencer
Sir, the Inertia of the Callisto is being slowed.  Something in this area of space sucks in every bit of energy, even Kinetic Energy.
Cnslr. Rockman
::surprised at the Lt.'s sudden departure::
FCO Ens. Sea
CO: cannot go to warp on batteries
CMO Meri Wilson
::enters TL3:: Bridge
Cnslr. Rockman
::goes back to reviewing psych profiles on senior staff::
jasonavhs
#All: All stop. Reduce power usage and shut down main power. I want to find out what's going on here before we do anything too hastily.
Lt. Winston
::: prepares to divert power from any non using power sources
FCO Ens. Sea
roll to port 25 degrees and stable, engines still out
Ens. Greg Spencer
::Trying to locate anomaly.::
CMO Meri Wilson
::arrives at Bridge::
Cnslr. Rockman
::annoyed at the loss of power because the profiles have all disappeared::
CMO Meri Wilson
::TL doors won't open::
FCO Ens. Sea
drifting towards sensor array
jasonavhs
Yeah, it is.
Ens. Walters
Winston:  I'll evacuate the nonessential decks to just a few of the main ones; perhaps if we shut down power on most of the decks we'll recover enough power.
CMO Meri Wilson
::to herself:: oh...what NOW?
Lt. Winston
::: tries to get specs from the sensor net>
CMO Meri Wilson
::whaps TL door::
CMO Meri Wilson
::TL begins to descend again::
Lt. Winston
Ens w; I sure hope so
Lt. Kat Maguire
::hears someone in the TL::
CMO Meri Wilson
::feels TL moving....WHAT THE....::
FCO Ens. Sea
::maneuvering steering rudders manually to use glide and avoid crashing into sensor array::
Ens. Walters
::issues a communication to all ship personnel to evacuate the lower decks::
CMO Meri Wilson
*Bridge* This is Doc Wilson, I'm trapped in a psycho Turbo lift...can someone control this thing...PLEASE??
Lt. Kat Maguire
::walks over to TL door:: Hello?  Anyone there?
jasonavhs
ACTION: The bridge and most of the ship goes dark except for red lights and klaxons.
CMO Meri Wilson
::TL stops moving::
Cnslr. Rockman
self: well, might as well go to the bridge since there's no power here.
Ens. Walters
::swears under breath:: Great!
CMO Meri Wilson
::hears klaxons::
Lt. Kat Maguire
::hm...guess not::
FCO Ens. Sea
CO: suggest erecting a solar sail for power and propulsion
CMO Meri Wilson
::looks at ceiling of TL::
CMO Meri Wilson
::jumps up and tries to get to the escape hatch::
Lt. Winston
XO: we might be able to tap into the sensor net and extract some power
Ens. Walters
::punches keys, trying to get the power levels back for the sensors, thinking of cloaked ships that might sneak up on them::
CMO Meri Wilson
::doesn't quite reach::  Drats.....silly short little legs...
FCO Ens. Sea
CO: we are adrift on the borders of the demilitarized zone
Lt. Kat Maguire
::helps Walters with trying to get power back online for the sensors::
CMO Meri Wilson
::makes mental note to get physical enhancement so she' s taller.....then changes her mind and gets back to figuring out how to get outta here::
Ens. Walters
::distractedly notes what Maguire is up to:: Kat:  What is going on?  ::still tapping keys::
Ens. Greg Spencer
::Manages to narrow scanning field to locate the anomaly::
jasonavhs
::in the dark, musty bridge:: I'm open to suggestions people.
Lt. Winston
::checks shuttlecraft's power supply:::
CMO Meri Wilson
::manages to jump again, banking off the side of the TL, grabs the escape door handle and hangs from it::
Cnslr. Rockman
::runs smack into door as lights go out completely and door fails to open::
CMO Meri Wilson
::thinks to herself....now what?::
FCO Ens. Sea
::using rudder to steer::
Ens. Walters
XO:  Top priority is to get power back.  Any word from Engineering?
Lt. Kat Maguire
::looks over to Walters:: Marin:  I haven't any idea, but I do know this, we need to get these sensors back online and fast
Ens. Greg Spencer
XO: Sir, I'm trying to locate the anomaly that is causing the power loss.
CMO Meri Wilson
::feeling kinda stupid::
CMO Meri Wilson
::drops back to the floor of the TL::
Ens. Walters
Maguire: Yes, I'd agree.  
CMO Meri Wilson
::sighs::
Lt. Winston
XO: we can tap into some of the runabouts power supply... but I suggest we save one runabout for emergency
FCO Ens. Sea
recovering 10 degrees of port roll, roll is now 15 degrees to port
CMO Meri Wilson
::walks over to the TL door, tries to pry the doors open::
Lt. Kat Maguire
::gets frustrated at almost dead console::
Cnslr. Rockman
::feels some blood trickle from his nose::
CMO Meri Wilson
::straining, manages to open it a crack::
Ens. Walters
Winston:  Now there's an idea.
CMO Meri Wilson
::suddenly realizing her small size isn't such a drawback after all::
Tigger
Winston: Understood, but doesn't the Holodeck have an independent power supply we might be able to tap into?
Cnslr. Rockman
self: aww, that's just great!  Now what do I do?  Crap!
Lt. Kat Maguire
::slams fist on console::
Lt. Winston
XO: yes ill check
FCO Ens. Sea
recovering 10 degrees of pitch forward manual rudder, pitch is now 35 degrees forward
CMO Meri Wilson
::manages to squeeze out of TL doors, begins climbing ladder to Bridge::
Ens. Greg Spencer
::Still scanning, trying to come up with a cause for this::
Lt. Winston
XO: permission to head to holodecks to see first hand
CMO Meri Wilson
::fervently hopes the damn psycho thing doesn't come to life and squash her::
Tigger
::tosses Winston a phaser:: You might need this to recharge a panel.
Ens. Greg Spencer
::Picks up some strange readings in subspace::
Tigger
Acknowledged.
Lt. Winston
::takes phaser and heads to Holodeck via Jeffrey’s tubs::
Cnslr. Rockman
::begins to shuffle around the dark office in search of a portable light::
CMO Meri Wilson
::climb climb climb::
FCO Ens. Sea
::extending lateral flaps for emergency stabilizing, pitch is now 15 degrees forward, vertical roll is zero::
Cnslr. Rockman
::rams big toe into corner of desk:: Damn!! Ouch!
Lt. Winston
::: headed to holodecks::::
Ens. Greg Spencer
::Manages to narrow the anomaly's location even more.  Getting some reading, but sensors are slowly getting less and less effective.
FCO Ens. Sea
forward motion is 3 kph
Ens. Walters
::keeps trying to bring the sensors back online::
CMO Meri Wilson
::puffing....arrives at Bridge doors and begins pounding on them with one hand:: Hey!! Hey!!
Lt. Kat Maguire
::checks on security teams again, is very glad there isn't anyone currently in the brig::
Cnslr. Rockman
::feels toe already beginning to swell::
Ens. Walters
::needs power to do so::
Lt. Kat Maguire
::turns at the sound again::
Lt. Kat Maguire
:walks over to the TL Doors again:: Hello?
Ens. Greg Spencer
::Hears someone banging on TL door::
CMO Meri Wilson
::whaps door repeatedly::
CMO Meri Wilson
::whap whap whap::
Ens. Walters
::attention caught::  Maguire:  The doors won't open with the power the way it is...
Lt. Kat Maguire
ALL: I think someone is caught in the TL
Cnslr. Rockman
::tries to circumvent the desk and get to a drawer::
Lt. Kat Maguire
::tries to manually open the doors:;
Lt. Winston
:::: finally reaches Holodeck:
FCO Ens. Sea
::venting some ballast from leftover drive hydrogen::
CMO Meri Wilson
::whapping:: Can ANYBODY hear me?
Ens. Walters
Maguire:  Is someone there?
Lt. Kat Maguire
Wilson: I hear you, working on getting the doors open now.
CMO Meri Wilson
::hand starts to hurt::
FCO Ens. Sea
we are fully stable on all axis
Ens. Walters
::moves to seat::
Lt. Winston
#XO: Holodeck has some power left in her..... I’m gonna try to reroute power to engineering and sensors
Lt. Kat Maguire
Walters: Yeah, it's the doc
Ens. Walters
Sea:  Keep us steady.
Lt. Kat Maguire
Walters: can you give me a hand opening this door?
Ens. Greg Spencer
::Manages to finally locate the anomaly, starts scanning it intensely, as sensors continue to degrade::
Ens. Walters
Maguire:  If all else fails, phaser her out.  Warn her to get down first...
Lt. Kat Maguire
::struggles with door::
CMO Meri Wilson
::hears Maguire:: ::mutters to herself:: Thank God..... somebody on the Bridge at least has sense::
Ens. Walters
Maguire:  Can't, busy...
Cnslr. Rockman
::trips over the chair behind the desk and smacks head on the top of the desk:: Son of a #@$&^%@%$^!!!!
FCO Ens. Sea
Walters: we are stable at 0 degrees all axis but forward motion is 3 kph
Lt. Winston
:::rerouting power to sensors and engineering:::
CMO Meri Wilson
::tries to pry door with free hand::
Ens. Walters
Sea:  Keep us so...
Lt. Kat Maguire
Walters: Aye.  Hey Doc, get down a couple of rungs, I'm gonna phaser the door open
CMO Meri Wilson
:;the one that's sore from whapping::
CMO Meri Wilson
::hears Maguire through the door::
Ens. Greg Spencer
I've located the anomaly.  Sensors are continuing to degrade, so I'm not getting very clear images.
Ens. Walters
#Winston:  What's your status?
Lt. Kat Maguire
::takes out phaser and adjusts for narrow beam::
CMO Meri Wilson
Maguire: You're gonna WHAT? ::rapidly descends::
Lt. Kat Maguire
::aims::
Ens. Greg Spencer
::Flies through readings, trying to make sense of them::
Cnslr. Rockman
::wonders how things could possibly get worse::
Lt. Winston
#XO; rerouting all Holodeck power to engineering and sensors sir
Ens. Walters
Spencer:  Anything?
CMO Meri Wilson
::waits for the phaser::
FCO Ens. Sea
Walters: we are drifting towards the sensor array and the DMZ border
Ens. Walters
#Winston:  Acknowledged...
Lt. Winston
::: feels a little light headed:::::
Lt. Kat Maguire
::makes a circle opening in the door, when it cools to the touch, she kicks it::  Wilson: look out below
Ens. Greg Spencer
Walters: Nothing specific.  It is a subspace anomaly of some kind, but I haven't gotten a full reading yet.
Lt. Winston
#Walters: check out life support ok!
Ens. Walters
Sea:  Anything you can do to delay the drift?
Ens. Walters
Spencer:  Keep working on it.
CMO Meri Wilson
::ducks flying piece of door::
CMO Meri Wilson
::hears it clang onto the top of the turbo lift::
CMO Meri Wilson
::starts climbing again::
Lt. Kat Maguire
::hears a crash::
Lt. Kat Maguire
::extends a hand to the doc::
FCO Ens. Sea
Walters: I have only rudder control, n
Ens. Walters
#Winston:  Repeat?
CMO Meri Wilson
::takes Maguire's hand:: Thanks, Lt.
CMO Meri Wilson
::climbs through door::
FCO Ens. Sea
Walters: need power for reverse
Ens. Greg Spencer
Walters: One thing I do know, we are heading straight for it.
Lt. Kat Maguire
Doc: Glad you could join us <G>
Cnslr. Rockman
::tries to find the catch for the drawer; finds it and the auto release sends the drawer flying into Cnslr's groin:: uuuuggggggh!
CMO Meri Wilson
::stands::
Ens. Walters
::sighs::  All right, all; I'm open for suggestions.
Ens. Walters
Welcome to the bridge, Doc
CMO Meri Wilson
::looks around, brushing disheveled hair out of her face::
Cnslr. Rockman
::collapses to the floor, unconscious::
CMO Meri Wilson
::looks at Maguire::  ::grinning wryly:: Thank you
Lt. Winston
:::finishes rerouting all available power to engineering and sensors::::
Lt. Kat Maguire
::grins back::
CMO Meri Wilson
Maguire: Who's in charge around here, anyway?
Ens. Walters
#Winston:  Power should be diverted to life support as well::
CMO Meri Wilson
::looking around::
Ens. Greg Spencer
Walters: Without a clear reading, I don't even know what we are dealing with, but even though sensors are degrading, they are compiling a reading.
FCO Ens. Sea
Walters: time to DMZ border is 90 minutes
Ens. Greg Spencer
Walters: I should have  full one soon.
Lt. Kat Maguire
::looks over at Walters:: She is 
Lt. Winston
#XO: I’m headed back to the bridge via Jeffrey’s tube 2 sir
CMO Meri Wilson
Maguire: Aaah, thank you ::heads towards Walters::
Ens. Walters
Maguire:  Mind taking over Tac?  Winston reports that he's gotten power diverted back to shields and sensors
CMO Meri Wilson
Walters: I'm Chief Medical Wilson....May I know what the situation is?
Lt. Kat Maguire
::nods and takes over Sec and Tac:  Walters: already on it, sir.
Ens. Walters
Wilson:  We've experienced a loss of power.  We're working on restoring it.
Lt. Kat Maguire
::tries to bring us shields and sensors::
CMO Meri Wilson
Walters: How much power does Sick Bay currently have? ::looks at Ops::
FCO Ens. Sea
CO: if we have some power, suggest we reignite main impulse to stop drifting into DMZ
Lt. Kat Maguire
;:notices them coming on little by little::
Ens. Walters
::raises eyebrow:: I think that status was communicated to the ship crew.
Ens. Greg Spencer
::Watches as the sensor image gains resolution, slowly::
Ens. Walters
Winston:  Status of power for Med.?
Lt. Winston
:::feeling a bit lightheaded still
CMO Meri Wilson
Walters: I've been uh...detained....thank you I will check on it myself 
Lt. Kat Maguire
Walters: Shields and sensors are coming back slowly, 40% each right now.
Ens. Walters
Spencer:  Still no information on what has caused this?
Ens. Greg Spencer
::Notices the improvement in sensor capability::
CMO Meri Wilson
*Sick Bay* This is Doc Wilson....what's the situation, Nurse Nancy?
Lt. Winston
#XO: I’m going to head to the shuttle bay and reroute some of the power from the shuttlecraft to medical
Lt. Kat Maguire
::50%::
Ens. Walters
Doctor:  We'll do what we can to get the power you need.
Ens. Walters
Maguire:  Excellent.
FCO Ens. Sea
drift at 5 kph
Ens. Greg Spencer
Walters: Definitely Subspace based.  It seems to be drawing in massive amounts of energy, and expelling none.  It is like a Subspace Subduction zone.
Ens. Walters
#Winston:  Make it so.
CMO Meri Wilson
Walters: Thank you ::smiles::
Lt. Kat Maguire
::65%::
CMO Meri Wilson
<Nurse Nancy> *Doc* Well, things are kinda dark but we're holding together.
Lt. Winston
::: heads to shuttlebay::::
Ens. Walters
::looks at Spencer:: Please elaborate?
Ens. Walters
Subspace Subduction zone?  
Ens. Walters
Sea:  Our status on the drift?
Ens. Greg Spencer
Walters: A Planet based subduction zone is where the crust of the planet sinks in on itself.  That is basically what is happening here.  Real Space is sinking in on itself into Subspace.
Lt. Kat Maguire
::78%, then they stop::  Walters: I can only get 78% of sensors and shields
FCO Ens. Sea
CO: we are nearing the gravitational pull of the sensor array
Lt. Winston
::enters shuttlebay and begins so set up a power flow to medical:::::
Cnslr. Rockman
::still unconscious.  Blood oozing from nose and forehead::
Ens. Walters
And we're being drawn in?
FCO Ens. Sea
CO: not as of yet
Ens. Walters
Sea:  Get creative... Use those manual rudders to keep us as clear as possible.
Lt. Kat Maguire
::taps console, trying to re-route more power::
Ens. Greg Spencer
Walters: No, our energy is.  It seems that it is just sucking in energy now.  Theoretically, it will eventually get large enough that is sucks in matter as well.
FCO Ens. Sea
::hmmmmm::
Lt. Kat Maguire
::gets another 3%::
CMO Meri Wilson
::sits at a console, attempts to get status readings of all personnel on board::
Ens. Walters
::considers:: Interesting, and what will happen if we continue creating energy for the ship systems?
FCO Ens. Sea
::venting warp plasma in sensor array's direction, pushing Callisto away from it::
Ens. Greg Spencer
Walters: It will continue to draw it from us.
CMO Meri Wilson
::requests reports from all decks on medical conditions::
Lt. Kat Maguire
::sees that the reading are reversing themselves:: Walters: I had the shields at 81%, but the reading are now falling.
Ens. Walters
Spencer:  Theorize; would the draw of this get stronger?
Lt. Kat Maguire
74%
CMO Meri Wilson
::notices she doesn't get a reading from the Counselor::
Ens. Walters
Maguire:  Hold it where it is, if you can...
Lt. Kat Maguire
Walters: Aye, trying
CMO Meri Wilson
*Rockman* Counselor?
Ens. Greg Spencer
Walters: Affirmative, to pull the Callisto in, at its current rate of growth, it would take a few weeks for it to get large and strong enough.
CMO Meri Wilson
::receives no response::
CMO Meri Wilson
Computer: Locate Counselor Rockman
Lt. Winston
#XO: I’m rerouting power from shuttlecraft to medical sir
Lt. Kat Maguire
::takes some power from the hydroponics::
FCO Ens. Sea
::watching warp plasma being sucked into energy "black hole" lighting it up for a second::
Cnslr. Rockman
::still unconscious.  Blood pooling around mouth::
CMO Meri Wilson
<Computer> Counselor Rockman is in his office
CMO Meri Wilson
Computer: Status?
Ens. Walters
Spencer:  So, again hypothesizing, what would happen if we killed all power except essential life support, decreased our power generation?
Lt. Kat Maguire
::reading still falling, down to 70%::
Ens. Greg Spencer
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